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CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER’S LETTER
The Oklahoma Aquarium had an exciting year with
many achievements and additions to be proud of.
Despite our success and exciting progress, we were
faced with some of our greatest challenges to date.
Due to COVID-19, the aquarium—along with
countless other entertainment venues—was forced to
close for a considerable amount of time. Even though
we were one of the first facilities to voluntarily close
our doors for public safety, we continued to employ
our entire staff. We came together as a team and
kept busy by maintaining our animal collection,
exhibits, and facility. We took advantage of the
opportunity to do repairs and maintenance that
otherwise would be difficult to do during normal
operating hours with our guests present. We utilized
all staff members, including ticketing and guest
services, to assist our biologists and maintenance
departments. Our administrative staff created
engaging and educational content for parents and
their kids who were home from school. It was surreal
to see our beloved facility void of happy children for
such a long period of time, however it was uplifting
to be a part of such a dedicated team and was
reminiscent of our efforts to protect our aquarium
during the rising waters of the Arkansas River just one
year prior. In May, we reopened our facility following
Governor Stitt’s guidelines, and our staff has since
worked tirelessly to ensure a clean and safe
experience for our guests.
Since our reopening, we added several fun
experiences for our guests including a virtual reality
ride that showcases several underwater experiences
such as diving with tiger sharks and whales. We also
added a mechanical bull shark ride and a hurricane
simulator booth. Currently, we are considering the
addition of a world-class, ocean-themed carousel.
Our new playground opened on the 4th of July and
has brought joy to countless children. It’s the focal
point of all our backyard events.

We introduced two new otters to our Ozark Stream
exhibit. The young mother and daughter love
interacting with our guests and are extremely
active. Our new octopus exhibit opened this year
and has been a resounding success. We are now in
the process of remodeling our Amazing
Invertebrates gallery, which will include a giant
jellyfish and clownfish exhibit. The whole gallery will
receive a facelift complete with theming and
improved habitats for the existing animals.
One of our proudest moments of 2020 was our
Board of Directors’ donation to a wildfire relief
organization in Australia. One of the worst
ecological disasters in history ravaged millions of
acres and killed countless animals. Along with our
donation, we raised money through the generous
donations of our supporters. This money was used
to purchase two firefighting tanker trailers.
We hosted our first Sharklahoma this year. This
month-long celebration of sharks included multiple
events as well as our yearly contest dive with the
bull sharks. It has brought awareness to the plight
of one of our ocean’s most important predators.
Though the resilience and dedication of our staff
was tested in 2020, the aquarium managed to
survive an extremely trying time in history. Despite
these difficulties, we had many successes. There is a
bright future for the Oklahoma Aquarium, and we
will continue to enrich our community through
education and discovery of our aquatic world. We
look forward to growing our facility and inspiring
young minds for years to come.

Kenny Alexopoulos
Chief Operating Officer
Oklahoma Aquarium
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ATTENDANCE & SALES
Oklahoma: 46.63%
Arkansas: 3.5%
Kansas: 2.44%
Texas: 1.42%
Missouri: 1.20%
*Other: 44.81%

Attendance by Zip Code

*Declined to provide zip code or from another state/country.

Our ﬁve busiest days were in July and August;
we welcomed between 2,700 and 3,200 guests.

Divers
161

Volunteers
574
Hours Served: 5,843

Feed Cups
$181,601
45,000 feed cups sold

“Expand with a Band”
$79,270
26,423 wristbands sold
Wristband donations for the
clownfish exhibit began
on October 23, 2019.
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EDUCATION

Community Programs and Local Outreach
The Oklahoma Aquarium is a sponsor of the Tulsa Young Professionals (TYPROS) Sustainability Crew via the
Tulsa Regional Chamber, which supports green practices in the community. Other ways we’ve supported
TYPROS includes:
•Education Specialist Alyssa Rodriguez is a TYPROS Ambassador and member of the Sustainability Crew.
•Alyssa and Ann co-hosted an educational talk and tour for the TYPROS Adventure Series in February 2020.
•The 2020 TYPROS Boomtown Awards will be hosted at the Oklahoma Aquarium and planning is underway.
The education department represented the Oklahoma Aquarium at several community events including
story time at the Gathering Place and Jenks Public Library.
Green Practices
The Oklahoma Aquarium strives to become a more sustainable facility. We received Scor3card verification in
August 2019, which means we are a valued sustainability partner with other leading organizations in Tulsa.
Other green practices from the Oklahoma Aquarium include:
•Partnering with the M.E.T. to hold a plastic bag recycling drive in honor of our sea turtle’s birthday in
November 2019.
•Hosting field trips through scholarships provided by OERB, the Oklahoma Energy Resources Board.
•Tracking electricity and water usage to attempt to identify areas where we can reduce consumption.
•Replacing systems pumps with newer pumps that are more energy efficient.
•Replacing metal halide lights with more energy efficient LED bubs.
•Replacing all exhibit graphics (55) with energy efficient LED backlighting.

Field Trips
1,415 visitors
22 groups

OERB

2,105 visitors
39 groups

Fish Friends

7,948 visitors
177 groups

Regular Field Trips

11,468 total visitors
& 238 total groups.

EDUCATION
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Special Programs and Summer Camps
The education department hosted several ongoing programs including: Scout Days quarterly, Homeschool
Day quarterly, and Aqua Tots monthly.
Marine Biologist for the Day
We partnered with the Discovery Lab to host STEAM 360 summer camp. Through this STEAM-style Tour de
Tulsa, campers traveled through the area’s science, technology, engineering, arts, and math organizations. All
campers experienced the Oklahoma Aquarium, ahha Tulsa, Tulsa Zoo, and Global Gardens.
#UnstoppableScience
When the aquarium closed its doors as result of the COVID-19 pandemic, we took learning online with
videos and activities posted to our website and Facebook page with #UnstoppableScience. Videos featured
our biology staff caring for animals behind-the-scenes as well as our staff giving lessons about animals and
animal behavior. In conjunction with the videos, we also provided a variety of printable activities for kids such
as coloring pages, word searches, indoor scavenger hunts, and marine-themed crafts! Facebook Lives
included presentations by world-renowned shark photographer Brian Skerry and New York Times bestselling
author Sy Montgomery.
Summer Submarine
The education department hosted Summer Submarine, an online summer camp featuring videos, at-home
activities, and story times for kids 12 and under. Every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday at 9 a.m., kids tuned
in to the Oklahoma Aquarium’s Facebook page for underwater adventures. Educators and animal caretakers
talked about marine animals and ecosystems, ocean health and conservation, and aquatic life in Oklahoma.
Symphony by the Sea
The Oklahoma Aquarium once again partnered with the Tulsa Symphony Orchestra for Symphony by the Sea.
On March 10-12, 2020, a total of 882 students visited three galleries in the aquarium to learn a particular
animal or habitat combined with a selected musical ensemble.
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GLOBAL OUTREACH

Oklahoma Aquarium Visits Israel
The Oklahoma Aquarium announced its Sister Aquarium partnership with the Gottesman Family Israel
Aquarium on March 25, 2019. Kenny Alexopoulos, Chief Operating Officer of the Oklahoma Aquarium,
made the announcement and highlighted how the two facilities share similarities in size, design,
opportunities, and inland location.
In December 2019, the two aquariums further cemented their relationship when Oklahoma Aquarium
biologists visited the Jerusalem facility. The teams cross-trained with staff in the areas of animal health,
husbandry, education, and research. This is the first time staff from the Oklahoma Aquarium conducted
trainings in these areas in Israel.
Amy Alexopoulos, Lead Aquarist of Marine Fishes, and Ann Money, Director of Education and Research,
shared their expertise and collaborated with Israel Aquarium staff in December. Alexopoulos worked
alongside the aquarium’s husbandry staff and shared her knowledge and experiences in aquarium animal
care, specifically with marine fish and invertebrates. She consulted on animal health, exhibit design, and
water filtration systems.
“The involvement of the Israel Aquarium will lend international support for informal science education
and institutions,” Money says.
Dr. Elizabeth Kaufman, Chief Veterinarian at the Israel Aquarium, says Alexopoulos and Money’s passion
for what they do sparked staff excitement to new levels. “I can not stress the importance of the impact
that Ann and Amy’s visit had on our staff,” says Dr. Kaufman. “Their knowledge and experience gave the
staff more tools to accomplish more creative ways of looking at things.”
Staff also discussed possibilities for future collaborative coral research between the two aquariums. The
Israel Aquarium has geographic access to the hardiest coral in the world, which allows for an expansion of
the research already conducted at the Oklahoma Aquarium to determine what makes the coral so
resilient.

GLOBAL OUTREACH
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While in Israel, Money and Alexopoulos traveled to Eilat, Israel, to conduct day and night dives in the Red Sea,
gathering images for support of Money’s doctoral research on coral fluorescence emission as an indicator of
coral health.
“The coral of the northern Red Sea, the Sea of Aqaba, are more resilient and hardier than coral in the rest of the
world,” Money says. “They are surviving despite the increase in sea surface temperatures that are affecting coral
reefs globally.”
Money met with researchers from the Interuniversity Institute for Marine Sciences and Director Aviv Levi of the
Underwater Observatory Marine Park to exchange research observations on coral fluorescence. Levi explained
how the observatory conducts cutting-edge coral research, specifically with its student programs growing coral
at the observatory and replanting them on wild reef systems. The students also grow large corals within the
observatory, which are regularly culled and planted on the reef.
“My hope is to work collaboratively, utilizing the coral research we’re doing in Jenks, Oklahoma, with the
accessibility and already established coral grow program at the Underwater Observatory Marine Park in Eilat,
Israel,” Money says.
Oklahoma Aquarium Aids Australia Wildlife
As wildfires blazed through Australia in January 2020, the Oklahoma Aquarium Foundation announced a $5,000
donation to the Animal Rescue Coalition (ARC) based in Victoria, Australia. ARC is a joint project of several
rescue groups in Australia with the goal of saving wildlife that have been affected by the fires. The aquarium
joined their Sister Aquarium, the Gottesman Family Israel Aquarium in Jerusalem, in fundraising efforts to
support ARC.
The Oklahoma Aquarium also asked the public for donations to aid ARC in their work. With the public’s help,
the aquarium was able to raise enough funds to purchase two firefighting trailers. The tankers hold 1,000 liters
of water and are equipped with high-powered hoses to fight fires. The trailers will be stationed at rescues in
Australia to help keep animals safe from future wildfires.
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RESEARCH

Coral Research
Director of Education and Research Ann Money
continued her research on coral reef health. She
examined fluorescence as a potential indicator
for coral health decline. She identified the
attraction of corals’ symbiotic algae to the green
fluorescence of the coral. This research will
continue at the completion of her PhD in order
to identify if coral have the ability to uptake a
more heat resistant symbiont from the water
column. The coral and algae relationship is
critical for coral reef health and identifying
methods of algae transmission is the next crucial
step in the conservation of reef systems.
Education Research
The education department administered pre and
post surveys to students in grades 3-6. The
responses were utilized to quantify the benefit of
a field trip to an aquarium. The team is utilizing
Ann’s data to structure education programs that
most benefit our student visitors.
Jellyﬁsh Research
Ann helped to identify two unknown species of
jellyfish here at the aquarium. With biology staff,
she examined jellyfish planula and the potential
for fluorescent emission to help identify the
species. Our jellyfish culture was improved by
the use of specific chemicals to stimulate
reproduction. This development will allow for
more reliable production as we plan for larger
jellyfish exhibits in the Amazing Invertebrates
and Marvels and Mysteries galleries.

RESEARCH
Bull Sharks
Staff performed recurring physicals on the juvenile
bull sharks and all six are thriving.
Animal Conservation
• We celebrated our loggerhead sea turtle’s 25th
birthday and held a naming contest as a means to
increase awareness about the vulnerability of sea
turtles in the wild. After receiving thousands of
votes from the public, we named the sea turtle
Seamore!
• We continue to display a humphead wrasse and
zebra shark to raise awareness of endangered
coral reef animals.
• Ann continued her coral research to aid in
conservation of reef systems.
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BIOLOGY

New Animals at the Aquarium:
• 2 American river otters
• 2 giant Pacific octopuses
• Chain pickerel
• African mudskippers
• Common snapping turtle
• Unknown species of jellyfish (isolated from exhibit tanks by staff)
• Collection of Ozark Stream opaleyes
Photo Ark
National Geographic photographer Joel Sartore came to the Oklahoma Aquarium in August 2019 to
photograph a few of our animals for his world-renowned Photo Ark project, which documents every animal
species around the world. He photographed more than a dozen animals including bat rays, chain pickerel, and
imperial urchins. This work will be featured in upcoming publications and photoark.org.
Conferences
Staff attended the Fish Medicine Conference in Las Vegas and were accepted to participate in three
presentations at the prestigious Regional Aquatics Workshop (RAW) conference, which was canceled due to
COVID-19. Kenny and one of the largest fish suppliers, Dynasty Marine, were going to co-present about our
ozone. The Gottesman Family Aquarium, our Sister Aquarium in Jerusalem, and our Deputy Director John
Money were also going to present about the challenges of opening an aquarium in the Middle East. Other staff
were to present on our magnetic shark deterrent research. Staff were also registered for the Aquatic Animal Life
Support Operators conference, which was canceled due to COVID-19.

BIOLOGY
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Site Visits
Staff visited 10 aquatic facilities in California in February 2020 in preparation of our jellyfish expansions. They
visited Aquarium of the Bay, Monterey Bay Aquarium, California Science Center, Cabrillo Aquarium, and the San
Diego Zoo, to name a few. The team learned about husbandry techniques, tank and LSS design, tank
manufacturers, and suppliers.
Staff traveled to Flamingo Gardens in Florida to receive our two new American river otters, a mother and
daughter. We gave our male otter to the Tallahassee Museum of History and Natural Science, an outdoor facility
with many other otters.
Clownﬁsh Exhibit
The JAA voted to approve the addition of a new clownfish exhibit in the Amazing Invertebrates gallery.
Wristband donations now support the new clownfish exhibit. The entire north wall of the Amazing Invertebrates
gallery will be renovated to include this beautiful new exhibit. The new exhibit is currently under construction
and is expected to open in 2021.
COVID-19 Site Maintenance
The exhibits team installed all new LED graphic boxes, thanks to the generation donation of AEP-PSO. They
completed the installation of internal security cameras. The team was also responsible for all of the directional
signage and floor markings needed for the phased reopening of the aquarium. During the shutdown, the
maintenance team patched walls, painted, rebuilt picnic tables, and worked on flower beds.
OSU Engineering Partnership
The biology department completed its fourth semester working alongside OSU senior engineering students.
Four teams worked on two projects, designing a magnetic fence to keep bull sharks from riding the wall on
exhibit and designing a decompression chamber to treat fish that have developed exophthalmia, commonly
known as “pop eye.” Teams from previous semesters worked on designs for a salt delivery system, suspended
decks for improved tank access, built platforms for cleaning protein skimmers, and created a coral tank light
suspension system.
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NEW EXHIBITS & ATTRACTIONS

Secret World of the Octopus
The Oklahoma Aquarium opened the "Secret
World of the Octopus" in May 2020. The exhibit
allows visitors to see a 360-degree view of a giant
Pacific octopus in a large cylinder tank with a
shipwreck-themed structure inspired by Twenty
Leagues Under the Sea, the science fiction
adventure story by Jules Verne.
The giant Pacific octopus is the largest octopus
species; it can grow to 16 feet and weigh more than
100 pounds. This species can regenerate lost limbs
and are masters of camouflage with the ability to
instantly change color, texture, shape, and
movement. Many consider the giant Pacific octopus
as the most intelligent invertebrate in the world.
Fundraising for the new exhibit began in March
2018 when octopus wristbands went on sale for $3
each. The “Expand with a Band” campaign sold
nearly 40,000 wristbands by the end of 2018. This is
the aquarium’s first exhibit funded entirely through
public donations.
Hurricane Simulator | $3 Per Ride
Guests can experience a force of nature with winds
ranging from 0-75 MPH. Oklahomans typically have
very little experience with hurricanes, which start in
the Atlantic basin before making landfall. These
storms can have a great impact on aquatic habitats
by changing water salinity and making water more
turbid. With the Hurricane Simulator, guests can have
a safe interactive learning experience that illuminates
just how powerful these storms can be.
VR Ride | $7 Per Ride
Our virtual reality ride from Immotion opened to the
public on June 27. Guests can choose from several
VR adventures, including “The Shark Dive,” “Legend
of Lusca,” “Swimming with Humpbacks,” and more.
This immersive experience takes guests on exciting
oceanic adventures without leaving Oklahoma.
Mechanical Bull Shark | $5 Per Ride
Guests can test their strength and balance on our
mechanical bull shark! This ride made its debut as a
permanent fixture at the aquarium on Father’s Day,
June 21. Those who attended Splash! this year were
able to get a sneak peek of the ride before it became
an official installment at the aquarium.

MILESTONE EVENTS
Sharklahoma
Sharklahoma is a collaboration between the
Oklahoma Aquarium and the Jenks Chamber of
Commerce to celebrate our community and its
local businesses, while also raising awareness
about the ecological and economic importance
of sharks. As the Jenks Chamber of Commerce
states, “the aquarium has been an economic
engine, point of pride, and one of the state’s
most unique attractions.”
• Hosted 15 events in July
• 800+ entries to dive with the bull sharks!
Sea Turtle Birthday and Naming Contest
In November 2019, our loggerhead sea turtles
turned 25 years old. We wanted to give our turtle
on exhibit a special birthday gift: a name! In
September we asked for the public’s help by
announcing our Sea Turtle Naming contest.
People of all ages from around the country
submitted their favorite turtle names. After
receiving more than 1,300 submissions, entries
were narrowed down to five finalists: Splash,
Bubbles, Crabby, Sammy, and Seamore. The
public cast thousands of votes and chose
Seamore as our loggerhead’s name.
Outdoor Playground Ribbon Cutting
A new outdoor playground opened to visitors of
the Oklahoma Aquarium on July 4, 2019. The
structures were built for two age groups: two to
five-year-old children and five to 12-year-old
children. The playground includes slides,
bridges, vertical climbers, and horizontal
climbers. The play area showcases bright,
coral reef colors as well as 3D renderings and
audio sensory devices.
Funding for the $519,208.66 project was
appropriated from the Jenks Aquarium Authority
(JAA) operating fund. Cunningham Recreation,
based in Fort Payne, Alabama, was awarded the
contract and began construction of the aquatic
and reef-themed playground in March 2019.
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SIGNATURE EVENTS

Salsa Festival
Our first Salsa Festival was a big hit with our Mild, Hot, and Anything Goes salsa categories. This was one of
our guests’ favorite events of the year because they tried many different salsas from vendors located in
Oklahoma and Texas. We also hosted a jalapeño eating contest and plan to grow the event in the future!
• 25+ vendors
• 500+ attendees
HallowMarine
HallowMarine 2019 was our most profitable HallowMarine to date! This year was our first time hosting the
event for seven nights, making it the longest to date.
• Seven nights
• 7,000+ attendees
Splash!
• 25+ beer vendors
• 15+ food vendors
• Sold out!

We hosted 12 public events, not including a month-long celebration of shark-related events for Sharklahoma.
We hosted more than 125 private events, including more than 65 birthday parties!
The team launched two new birthday party packages: the Mermaid package, a mermaid-themed birthday
party; and the Shark package, a shark-themed birthday party.

Mermaid party
package

Shark party
package

12 public events

125 private events
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AQUARIUM MAP
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SOCIAL MEDIA AT A GLANCE

FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
• Followers: 73,943
• YOY Growth: +17.02%
• Engaged Users: 356.8K
• Engagements: 471.1K
• Impressions: 6.14M
• Link Clicks: 22K
• Reactions: 93K
• New Fans: 9,657
• Post Reach: 3.42M
• Posts: 900

TWITTER
TWITTER
• Followers: 8,212
• YOY Growth: +2.13%
• New Followers: 132
• Engagements: 938
• Engagement Rate: 3.8%
• Tweets: 258
• Impressions 24.7K

INSTAGRAM
INSTAGRAM
• Followers: 18,100
• YOY Growth: +54.27%
• Impressions: 1.27M
• Reach: 757.3K
• Post Saves: 1K
• Video Views: 63.5K
• New Fans: 5,554
• Posts: 329

TIKTOK
TIKTOK
• Followers: 4,104
• First Post: April 16, 2020
• Total Post Likes: 20.2K
• Most Popular Post:
The Day Carl Met Seamore
• 42.3K Views
• 39.6K likes
• 70 comments
• 415 shares

DEFINITIONS:
Reach is the number of unique people who saw the post.
Clicks refers to the total number of clicks on a post, not including comments,
likes, and shares. This can include photo view, expanding a video, clicking
profiles within comments, and much more.

Reactions occur when someone clicks the ‘like,’ ‘love,’ ‘haha,’ ‘wow,’ ‘sad,’ or
‘angry’ buttons on a post to express how they feel about it.

An impression is counted as the number of times an instance of a post is on
screen for the first time.

STAFF
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Kenny Alexopoulos, Chief Operating Officer

Anna Mathews, Maintenance Worker

Amy Alexopoulos, Marine Fishes Lead

Mackenzie Mathews, Marine Fishes

Ashton Bauman, Shark Quarantine

Kelly Matthews, Exhibits Technician

Danielle Beck, Senior Special Events Coordinator

Meghan Matthews, Ticket Agent

Debbie Bell, Ticket Agent

Ann Money, Director of Education and Research

Jeff Bilyou, Life Support Systems Lead

John Money, Deputy Director

Teagen Bolain, Ticket Agent

Lynn Morgan, Housekeeping

Laura Boren, Ticket Agent

Hallie Moss, Education and Research Assistant

Micah Carrigan, Shark Quarantine

Nate Newman, Water Quality Technician

Lissa Chidester, Marketing Coordinator

Stefani Nuñez, Special Events Coordinator

Christa Clawson, Curator

Joel Pritchard, Facilities Supervisor

Kendall Curd, Water Quality Technician

Stephen Rae, Maintenance Worker

Janis Davis, Office & Guest Services manager

Coleman Rains, Ticket Agent

Lauren Dubose, Aquarist II

Chris Ray, Volunteer Coordinator

Jill England, Ticket Agent

Kyle Rice, Ticket Agent/Reception

Craig Feeney, Exhibits Technician

Zachary Rodehaver, Ticket Agent

Morgan Fehrle, Education and Research Assistant

Alyssa Rodriguez, Education Specialist

Andrea Gann, Shark Quarantine Lead

Madalyn Rogers, Shark Quarantine

Bela Hadley, Ticket Agent

Abigail Smith, Invertebrates

Stevelan Hamilton, Maintenance Worker

Phil Tate, Exhibit Construction Supervisor

Hank Hargrove, Ticket Agent

Shelby Weaver, Aquarist Apprentice

Tillie Holliday, Dive Safety Officer

Ron Williamson, Exhibit Construction

Julie Jennings, Quarantine Lead

Chris Wood, Guest Services Supervisor

Andrea Leitch, Chief Marketing Officer

David Yancey, Ticket Agent

Ashton Lemons, Ticket Agent

Matthew Ybarra, Life Support Systems Apprentice

Justin Lovelace, Assistant Curator

Sam Ziara, Life Support Systems Technician
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MAJOR DONORS

Thank You to Our Major Donors
The City of Jenks
Jenks City Council
Joe and Carol McGraw
Kevin and Shelly Gore
First Oklahoma Bank
ONEOK, Inc.
The Oxley Foundation
Public Service Company of Oklahoma

THANK YOU
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The Oklahoma Aquarium extends its sincere gratitude to our donors, sponsors, employees, volunteers,
and supporters. With the coronavirus outbreak of 2020, this year has been one of the most challenging
times in our history. Because of your dedication, we were able to rise to that challenge and continue our
mission “to educate and inspire conservation of our aquatic world through interactive discovery.”
Even during these challenging times, we have continued to expand with new attractions, such as our
hurricane simulator, VR ride, mechanical bull shark, and our incredible Secret World of the Octopus
exhibit. With the new exhibit now open, our focus is now on our next project: a new clownfish and
jellyfish exhibit. “Expand with a Band” fundraising has already begun and shows great promise.
We look forward to our continued growth in the coming year. To learn how you can support our mission,
visit okaquarium.org and click “Get Involved.”
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